burda Download, instructions apron 8125C

Pattern
1 apron piece 1x
2 Pocket 1x
3 Strap / neck 1x
4 tie-strap 2x

Paper cut for ANSI A (German DIN A4)
prints:
The patterns are printed out on 15 sheets with
a thin frame. Wait, until all sheets are printed
out. Arrange the sheets so that they fit together
(see extra page with the overview of the
prints). Cut off the single sheets on the upper
and right edge along the thin frame lines.
Begin with the left lower sheet and then glue
the parts in the frame lines together precisely.
Select your size according to the Burdadimension table: Dresses, blouses, jackets and
coats according to the bust size, trousers and
skirts according to the hip width. Change the
patterns according to size (inches or cm) if
necessary, to fit your measurements if they
deviate from the Burda-dimension table.
Cut out the pattern according to your size.
SEAM AND HEMLINE ALLOWANCES
are included on an average:
5/8” (1.5 cm) for all edges and seams.

The cutting diagrams on the pattern sheet
show how the pattern pieces should be
placed on the fabric.
For a single layer of fabric, the pattern pieces
are pinned to the right side of the fabric. For
double layers of fabric, the right sides are
facing and the pattern pieces are pinned to the
left side. The pattern pieces that are shown in
the cutting diagram, extending over the fold of
the fabric, should be cut last from a single layer
of fabric.
MARKING
The dashed lines (----) on the pattern show,
where the pattern pieces are sewn together.
Mark important signs and lines on the pattern,
e.g. cross lines and fold lines before you
remove the pattern from the fabric. Use
BURDA copying paper and the copying wheel
(see instructions in the packaging) or use
needles and tailor’s chalk. You can mark the
cross lines by cutting slightly into the
allowances. Transfer the fold lines to the right
fabric side using basting stitches.

SEWING
When sewing the right fabric sides are
facing.
Transfer all lines on the pattern using a
basting stitch to the right fabric side.
APRON
Border edges
1 First border the rounded lateral apron
edges, then the upper edge using the preseamed strap. Fold half of the strap
around the edges, baste and stitch
narrowly, thereby enclosing the edges.
Fold the lateral strap ends towards the
inside.
Hem and lateral edges
2 Press allowances inwards, fold and
stitch.

Straps
3 Press allowances of all edges towards
the inside. Fold one half of the strap and
press. Stitch edges narrowly on top of
each other. Stitch the tie straps between
the marked cross lines. Stitch the short
strap (for the head) under the upper apron
edges.

Pocket
4 Neaten the allowances all around and
press towards the inside. Stitch the
allowance of the upper edge, around ¼
inch (0.7 cm) from the edge. Pin the
pocket, the fold lines meeting, onto the
apron and stitch. Additionally stitch the
pocket lengthwise as marked.

